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Introducing the feature of the decade, CP Plus, the nation’s brand, recognized the
imperative role that the local languages play for the native across the different regions in
the country. Under the ‘Vocal for Locals’ initiative, CP Plus promotes going local for security
in native languages when it comes to understanding your product, especially when the
product is a Digital Video Recorder (DVR). This new feature has been integrated into the CP
Plus Orange 4.0 DVR.
On top of English, 8 additional Indian languages have been integrated into Orange 4.0 DVR
so that the DVR Local and Web interface can be accessed in Indian languages by the natives
in every part of the country.
The languages that have been integrated are:
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Hindi
Bengali
Telugu
Malayalam
Tamil
Gujarati
Marathi
Kannada

“For a land that is known for its plurality and diversity, just one language cannot be enough
when it comes to securing our homes. Understanding the need of its users everywhere in
India, CP PLUS has enabled people in every corner of India to use their surveillance solution
in their native language” - Yogesh Dutta, Chief Operating Officer, CP PLUS

The additional features that have been added in the DVR on top of the integration of native
languages are:

● Smart Motion Detection: SMD referred to as Smart Motion Detection has a
deep-learning algorithm. SMD filters the motion detection alarm triggered by
non-concerned targets and recognizes humans and vehicles effectively and
sends alarms when humans and vehicles intrude.
● No-Plugin Required for Web Browser: Now the web interface of DVR/NVR can
be accessed on other interfaces without installing any supporting plugins. This
feature works successfully on the Chrome browser for Windows, Mozilla Firefox
for Windows, and Mac Safari for MacBook/Mac OS. The new version of
firmware supports no plug-in for webs, reducing errors and inconveniences in
installing plug-ins.
● Self-Adaptive HDMI Output: With this added feature of CP Plus Orange
DVR/NVR. The HDMI output can be self-adaptive to the monitor resolution,
which simplifies the user’s operation and working.
● Controls on Extra Screens: One can split the view between the main screen and
additional screens. The main screen will show the main menu and the extra
screen will only show the camera’s view without any controls. It is possible that
any video output can be selected as the main or extra screen among HDMI and
VGA.
● POS Feature: One can connect the device to the POS (Point of Sale) machine and
receive the information from it. This function applies to scenarios such as
supermarket POS machines, etc. After the connection is established, the device

can access the POS information and display the overlaid text in the channel
window.
● Face Detection: When the device detects a human face, the system activates
alarms if configured. Extra screen activation can also be enabled so that
whenever a face is detected that cam screen will enlarge on the extra screen.
One additional feature is that of the snapshot, which when enabled, will store
the face of a person in the HDD as soon as it is detected.

